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Abstract 
 
Gonsiewski, James. M.S. Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences, Wright State 
University, 2015. Bedrock Mapping Using Shear Wave Velocity Characterization and H/V 
Analysis. 
 
An experiment was conducted to constrain the HVSR (Horizontal to Vertical 
Spectral Ratio) or H/V spectral ratio method at a glaciated site in northeast Ohio.  
Multiple methods were used to determine the shear wave velocity (Vs) and depth (h) to 
bedrock in relation to the fundamental resonant frequency (f0) determined from 3-
component seismic data, as defined by the relationship f0=Vs/4h. The shear wave velocity 
structure was determined at three sites using MASW (Multi-channel Analysis of Surface 
Waves) and shear wave refraction methods, and the fundamental resonant frequency was 
passively observed using 3-component Guralp broadband seismometers.  
The Vs and bedrock depth results from both refraction and MASW produced 
comparable calculated theoretical f0 to that observed by the 3-component broadband 
seismometers.  However, the bedrock depth and glacial drift Vs results were consistently 
lower for refraction than for MASW.  Part of the calculations used with the generalized 
reciprocal method (GRM) method could yield bedrock depths that are underestimated 
proportionally with the Vs.  Notably, the MASW results appear to be improved by 
combining overtones of multiple source offsets.     
iv 
 
The average Vs from the MASW and refraction surveys of this study were each 
used to calculate bedrock depth using the f0 observed for a suite of 73 seismometers 
previously deployed across the surrounding area as part of another study.  Maps of these 
calculated bedrock depths correlate with the major dipping trends indicated by the water 
and gas wells in the area.  At the site where the closest comparison could be made, the 
MASW determined Vs yielded a depth to bedrock that was significantly closer to the 
measured bedrock depth than the refraction determined Vs.  This study suggests that an 
average shear wave velocity for glacial drift determined from a few MASW surveys in a 
region is sufficient to determine a viable average Vs to convert an array of 3-component 
f0 observations to produce a map of bedrock topography. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Motivation for this Study 
At sites with variable depth to bedrock, one may be able to characterize the near 
surface layer shear wave velocity (Vs) and the fundamental resonance of unconsolidated 
material for bedrock mapping across a large area.  A simple equation (Equation 1.1), 
relating surface layer thickness with fundamental resonance (f0) and Vs, can be applied to 
locations where 3-componenet seismometer data is available.  The H/V spectral peak 
frequency calculated using 3-component seismometer measurements is an estimate for 
the fundamental resonance.  A few Vs measurements may be enough to find the average 
surface layer Vs throughout the area of a seismometer array. Once an average Vs for the 
surface material is established and H/V measurements are taken, solving for h in 
Equation 1.1 gives the depth to bedrock.   
 
 
f0=Vs/(4h)                                                                                            Equation 1.1 
 
f0: Fundamental Resonance 
Vs: Shear Wave Velocity  
h: Depth to Bedrock 
(Mahajon, et. al, 2012) 
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Similar studies have been undertaken.  Mahajan, et al. (2012) compared resonant 
frequency estimates from H/V passive seismic results with resonant frequencies 
calculated from MASW surveys in Jammu, India, in northwest Himalaya.  MASW 
surveys were used to determine depth to bedrock and Vs.  The goal was to investigate site 
response to earthquakes and compare with fundamental resonance using these two 
methods.  Blake (2012) conducted MASW surveys near previously deployed 3-
component seismometers in Xenia, Ohio, to make the same comparison between the two 
methods.  For Blake’s study, the purpose was to investigate surface layer resonant 
frequency because this may mask a vertical resonance that has been found to be 
associated with oil and gas fields.  Understanding oil and gas resonance as well as surface 
layer resonance may aid in locating oil and gas reservoirs.  Both researchers found that 
the theoretical resonance closely agreed with the H/V measurements, however Mahajan, 
et al. (2012) also found the H/V measurements were unreliable where there was little 
impedance contrast between the surface layer material and bedrock. 
Bedrock mapping where these data are available could provide a great deal of 
information for earthquake hazard analysis particularly where records of damage are 
available to compare with structures found in mapped bedrock depth and topography.  
This, in turn, could yield information for engineering projects and modeling ground water 
flow.  Lastly, if the fundamental resonance is approximately the same as the expected 
vertical resonance from an oil and gas reservoir, a map of bedrock depth may help locate 
a site where vertical resonance is destructively interfered. 
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Background Information 
The location of this study is over the Gabor Gas storage field of Dominion East 
Ohio, near Marshallville, Ohio.  In collaboration with Spectraseis, Dominion, and Wright 
State University, Precision Geophysical conducted a vibroseis reflection survey (Goertz 
et al., 2011).  Two Master’s students from Wright State University studied this data.  Bey 
(2012) identified bright spots in the seismic section associated with the gas field, which 
Haneberg-Diggs (2014) further investigated to isolate specific diagnostic features for 
identifying a gas filled reservoir. 
As part of a separate study to test a newly developed borehole seismometer, 
Spectraseis deployed a cross array of 3-component seismometers (Figure 1.1) that is in 
line with the reflection survey. They were arranged with two perpendicular lines 
numbered 101 to 129, north to south and 201 to 229, west to east.  The two seismometer 
lines intersect at their centers and share seismometer 115.  Spectraseis deployed a second 
seismometer array in a spiral pattern at the same time near the center of the cross array, 
numbered from 301 to 316 (Goertz et al., 2011).   
The data from these arrays were provided to Wright State University and used for 
this study.  Water wells and oil and gas wells reveal bedrock depth can vary significantly 
from less than 5 meters to greater than 60 meters locally.  This provides an opportunity to 
investigate the influence of significant variation in bedrock depth on surface layer Vs.   
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Figure 1.1: Study Site  
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The Ohio Department of Natural Resources (ODNR) provides state water well 
and oil and gas well information.  This information includes the location, date the well 
was drilled, address, landowner name, and (in most cases) lithological information.  Most 
records also included links to scanned copies of the original documentation.  Several well 
log data files are available for this study site and were analyzed for bedrock depth 
characterization and comparison with geophysical results (Figure 1.1). 
 
Geologic Setting 
The Gabor gas storage field is located in northeast Wayne County within the 
portion of Ohio that is covered with glacial till overlying bedrock (Ohio Division of 
Geological Survey, 2005).  Glacial till (also known as glacial drift) is unconsolidated 
material deposited from glaciers.  At this site, it is made up of unsorted clay, silt, sand 
and gravel (Pavey et al., 2002).  The till is 13,000 to 24,000 years old and was deposited 
during the Late Wisconsin Glaciation (Pavey et al., 2011).  
Bedrock is of Pennsylvanian age (307 to 318 MA) and Mississippian Age (322 to 
359 MA).  The bedrock units consist of sandstone, siltstone, shale, conglomerates, and 
minor coal and limestone.  These lithologies originate in a marine or deltaic environment.  
Two buried valleys intersect northwest of the study site and are oriented roughly 
northwest to southeast (Ohio Division of Geological Survey, 2004).  The surrounding 
water wells and oil and gas wells confirm that there are significant bedrock depths north 
and west of the study site. 
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Objectives 
 The first objectives are determining the shear wave velocity (Vs) of the surface 
layer glacial till and assessing its lateral variability in relation to bedrock depth.  
Multichannel Analysis of Surface Wave (MASW) surveys were used primarily to 
determine Vs and depth to bedrock at three sites.  The results were compared with those 
from shear wave refraction (Vs refraction) surveys as well.   
The objectives following Vs and depth analysis are analyzing H/V data from the 
seismometers at the same three sites.  Fundamental resonance estimates from the H/V 
method are compared with calculated fundamental resonance from MASW and Vs 
refraction data.  This verifies the applicability of Equation 1.  The final objectives are 
analyzing the H/V results from all of the 3-component seismometers deployed for 
previous research and generating contour a map of depth to bedrock. 
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Chapter 2: Seismology 
 
Basics 
 Information can be derived from seismic surveys through many means.  Upon 
impact of a seismic source, such as a sledge hammer striking an impact plate, seismic 
energy radiates in all directions from that point which is a pseudo spherical pattern.  The 
velocity of this energy depends on the elastic moduli and density of the material through 
which it is traveling.  Seismic energy is understood to be radiating pseudo spherically 
from the point of impact but there is a path that it takes from the source to a receiver 
(geophone or velocity transducer), known as a ray path.  Understanding raypath 
geometries allows seismologists to recognize the patterns recorded by geophones.  
Through proper processing of recognized patterns, an understanding of the structure of 
the subsurface can be attained (Reynolds, 2011, Pp. 147-149).   
 Seismic energy density is quickly lost due to the vast expanse it spreads into 
(spherical divergence) and the material through which the seismic energy traverses 
absorbing it (intrinsic attenuation).  As a result the amplitude of returning signal, some 
distance from the source, inevitably reduces enough to not be resolved.  Therefore, 
understanding seismic wave geometries also facilitates the geophysical field survey 
planning (Reynolds, 2011, P. 155). 
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 Two main types of waves are generated in a seismic event; body waves and 
surface waves.  Body waves can travel through the earth but surface waves are bounded 
by the surface (Park et al., 1997a).  There are two categories for each type.  For body 
waves, there are p-waves (also known as primary or compressional waves) and s-waves 
(shear waves or secondary waves).  P-wave particle motion is parallel with the direction 
of wave propagation.  S-wave particle motion is perpendicular.  The two surface wave 
categories are Love waves and Rayleigh waves.  Surface waves are similar to s-waves 
because each category exhibits particle motion perpendicular to the direction of wave 
propagation.  Love waves are horizontally oriented.  Rayleigh wave particle motion is 
retrograde, elliptical.  This means at the top of the ellipse the particle motion is in the 
reverse direction of wave propagation.  Figure 2.1 illustrates retrograde, elliptical particle 
motion (Reynolds, 2011, Pp. 145-147).        
Seismic energy interacts with velocity contrasts and acoustic impedance contrasts.  
Acoustic impedance is the product of the density multiplied by the velocity of a material.  
When the acoustic impedance is different from one layer to the next, there is a contrast.  
Some of the energy is reflected, refracted, and diffracted through these contrasts (Figure 
2.2).  Diffracting waves bend around the corner or edge of an interface and are generally 
considered noise but can be used to facilitate interpretations.  The duty of an interpreter 
observing seismic sections includes identifying diagnostic patterns of the recordings
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Figure 2.1: Rayleigh wave particle motion (Braile, 2010)  
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Figure 2.2: Seismic wave ray paths (Park et al., 1997b)  
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which will facilitate processing (Reynolds, 2011, Pp. 149-152). Figures 2.3A&B are 
examples of recordings from this study that illustrate the patterns from multiple wave 
types. 
The vertical, wavy lines from the seismic sections in Figure 2.3 are the traces 
measured by geophones.  The system enclosed in a geophone includes a magnet within a 
coil.  There is usually a spike on the bottom of a geophone meant to be driven into the 
ground to improve coupling.  When a seismic wave passes the geophone, the magnet will 
move with the ground but the inertia of the spring suspending the coil causes a relative 
difference in the motion between coil and magnet.  This induces a voltage that is 
proportional to the velocity of ground motion.  The measurements are recorded by 
seismographs.  Seismographs are capable of recording multiple geophones’ 
measurements and the number of possible geophone records depends on the number of 
channels a seismograph has available (Reynolds, 2012, Pp.170&177). 
The angle of incidence is used to help describe wave and impedance contrast 
interactions.  For horizontally layered or dipping layers, the normally incident ray is that 
which travels straight down.  The normally incident ray is normal to the plane of the 
impedance contrast.  The angle of incidence is a measure of the angle between the 
incident raypath and the normally incident raypath.  Using this construct, the angle of 
incidence can be related to the reflection and refraction angles.  This is complicated by 
heterogeneous media with variably dipping layers so sophisticated seismic data 
processing software has been developed (Reynolds, 2011, Pp.149-151). 
12 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Seismic sections.  Figure A: P-wave seismic section. The vertical axis is time in 
milliseconds.  The horizontal axis shows the numbered seismic traces recorded by vertically 
oriented geophones of 4 meter spacing.  A sledge hammer striking an impact plate was the 
source. 
A 
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Figure 2.3B: Shear wave seismic section. The vertical axis is time in milliseconds.  The 
horizontal axis shows the numbered seismic traces recorded by horizontally oriented 
geophones of 4 meter spacing. 
B 
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Reflection 
It is intuitive from Huygen’s Principle that for a reflection, the angle of incidence 
is equal to the angle of reflection.  Reflection recording patterns on a seismic section are 
hyperbolic, known as normal moveout (NMO), as opposed to linear moveout (LMO) 
exhibited by guided waves like refractions and surface waves (Figure 1.3).  Reflected 
rays must travel a greater distance from source to reflecting interface for subsequent trace 
recordings.  That difference in distance is doubled on the return path to each subsequent 
receiver, giving reflections their hyperbolic appearance on a seismic section (Reynolds, 
2011, P.153).   
A recorded reflection off of any impedance contrast must travel through whatever 
media lies above the contrast and back to a receiver on the surface.  The time for this 
seismic ray to traverse this path is known as the 2-way travel time (Reynolds, 2011, P. 
217).  The time for a reflection to be recorded is estimated by calculating a root mean 
square (RMS) velocity.  The RMS velocity is needed to account for seismic energy 
transmitting through multiple velocity contrasts (Reynolds, 2011, P. 236). 
 
Refraction 
Refractions obey Snell’s Law (Equation 2.1).  For a particular seismic ray path, 
the ratio of sine of the incident angle over sine of the refracted angle is equal to the ratio 
of the velocity of the first medium over the velocity of the second medium.  The 
incidence angle is critical when the refracted angle is equal to 90°.  The refracted ray 
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travels near the interface of the velocity contrast within the higher velocity material and a 
head wave radiates from this interface to the surface with a linear trajectory on a seismic 
section (Reynolds, 2011, Pp. 151-152).   
 
sin i/sin r = V1/V2                                                                                Equation 2.1 
 
i: Angle of Incidence 
r: Angle of Refraction 
V1: Velocity of the First Layer of Seismic Propagation 
V2: Velocity of the Second Layer of Seismic Propagation 
(Reynolds, 2011, P. 151) 
 
                              
The refracting layer could be bedrock or stratigraphy within subsurface material 
of greater velocity.  In Figure 2.4 A&B, the refraction pattern can be seen in the first 
arrivals (first coherent signal seen in the seismic section) where there is an abrupt change 
in velocity.  This is the crossover point for which the distance and time can be determined 
from the seismic sections in Figure 2.4 A&B.  A second velocity contrast at greater depth 
and greater velocity may cause a second refracted head wave to overtake the first.  
Records of these would depend on field parameters (Reynolds, 2011, Pp. 180-183).   
There are normally 24 or more geophones planted for recording a refraction 
survey.  Refraction combines the field information with the recorded arrival times of the 
direct arrivals and refracted arrivals to calculate surface layer and refracting layer 
velocities as well as the depth to the refractor.  With a known receiver spacing, the 
velocity of the direct arrivals and the refracted arrivals are calculated from the inverse 
slope of a plot of arrival times versus the surface distance.  Direct arrivals travel from the 
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source along the surface and are the approximation for the velocity of the surface layer 
materials.  Refracted arrivals are the velocity of the layer beneath the refraction interface.  
A significant velocity contrast between direct arrivals and refracted arrivals may indicate 
the Vs and depth to bedrock.  The cross over distance is the distance the direct arrivals 
travel from the source before being overtaken by the refracted arrivals.  The depth to the 
refracting layer is calculated using Equation 2.2.   
 
h = 1/2xcross [(V2 + V1)/(V2 – V1)]
1/2
                                                    Equation 2.2 
 
h: Depth to bedrock 
xcross: Cross over distance 
V1: Velocity of surface layer  
V2: Velocity of refracting layer 
(Reynolds, 2011, P. 183) 
 
  
 The plus-minus method and generalized reciprocal method (GRM) are commonly 
employed for interpreting results from a more complicated subsurface structure than 
horizontally layered media. Figure 2.4 illustrates the differences in the geometries 
calculated by the plus minus and GRM methods.  For the plus-minus method, it is 
assumed the layers are homogeneous, there is a significant velocity contrast between the   
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Figure 2.4: Plus-Minus and GRM geometries.  The top of this image applies to the calculations 
for the plus-minus method.  The forward shot ray path runs from the source A to a geophone 
at position D.  The reverse shot is from source G to geophone D.  The calculations for the GRM 
method apply to the geometry of ray paths at the bottom of this image.  Forward and reverse 
ray paths emerge from approximately the same point on the refractor and are recorded by 
two separate geophones, at locations X and Y (Reynolds, 2011, P. 190) (Image from Allen and 
Fratta Notes, 2015).  
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surface layer and the refracting layer, and that the refracting layer is not dipping at more 
than 10⁰.  The user calculates a time difference (T+) by subtracting the travel time of a 
refracted ray path, traversing one shot point to another shot point, from the sum of the 
travel times of ray paths traversing from each shot point to a geophone between them.  
The time difference can be used to calculate the depth the refractor beneath any geophone 
via Equation 2.3 (Reynolds, 2011, Pp. 188-189). 
 
zg = [(T
+
)V1V2] / [2(V2
2
 - V1
2
)]
1/2
                                                        Equation 2.3 
 
zg: Refractor depth 
T
+
: Sum of travel times from two shot points to a geophone between them minus the total 
travel time from one shot point to the other 
V1: Velocity of the surface layer 
V2: Velocity of the refracting layer 
(Reynolds, 2011, P. 189)
 
 With a dipping layer the velocity is calculated by subtracting the arrival times of 
refractions from a reverse shot (a shot point on the other end of a receiver spread) from 
the arrival times of refractions from a forward shot.  This is known as T
-
.  A plot of the T
-
 
to the surface distance will yield the velocity of the refracting layer when dividing 2 by 
the slope.  The plus-minus method generally over simplifies the resulting model because 
earth materials tend to be heterogeneous and often dips more than 10⁰ (Reynolds, 2011, 
P. 190).  
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 The generalized reciprocal method (GRM) is used to overcome the 
inhomogeneous layer problem.  The concept behind this method is to base the 
calculations on a critically refracted ray from a forward and a reverse shot that leave the 
refracting layer at nearly the same point and reach two separate receivers on the surface. 
The inverse slope of a plot of Equation 2.4 to distance is equal to the velocity of the 
refractor.  The depth to refractor beneath point G (Figure 2.4) can be calculated using 
Equation 2.5 and Equation 2.6 (Reynolds, 2011, P. 189).     
 
 
tv = (TAY – TBX + TAB) / 2         Equation 2.4 
 
TAY: Travel time for seismic ray path from A to Y 
TBX: Travel time for seismic ray path from B to X 
TAB: Travel time for seismic ray path from A to B 
All variables are referenced in Figure 2.4 
(Reynolds, 2011, P. 191) 
                                 
 
tG = [TAY + TBX – (TAB + XY/V2)]/2       Equation 2.5 
 
XY: Distance from X to Y 
V2: Velocity of refracting layer 
All variables are referenced in Figure 2.4 
(Adapted from Reynolds, 2011, P. 191) 
 
 
 
tG = zG(V2
2
 - V1
2
)
1/2
 / (V2V1)                    Equation 2.6 
 
zG : Depth to refractor beneath point G 
V1: Velocity of surface layer 
V2: Velocity of refracting layer 
All variables are referenced from Figure 2.4 
(Adapted from Reynolds, 2011, P. 191) 
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A refraction survey requires an interface where the seismic energy travels from a 
medium of lower velocity to one of higher velocity.   From Snell’s Law, it is clear the 
refraction cannot reach 90⁰ when V1 is greater than V2 because the quotient of the 
velocities would be greater than 1.  The sine of an angle never exceeds 1 so the 
denominator (sine of the refraction angle in Snell’s Law) can never be equal to 1 in the 
case where low velocity material overlies high velocity material (Reynolds, 2011, 
Pp.151).  There is a hidden layer when the velocity of strata within the subsurface 
decreases as a result.  It is also difficult to model a gradually increasing velocity, which is 
common of surface layer glacial drift because there is no clear cross over point to model 
surface layer stratigraphy (Piatti et al., 2013 and Reynolds, 2011, Pp. 191-193). 
 
Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) 
The linear moveout of surface waves looks similar to air waves and refractions on 
a seismic section because they are also guided waves.  They can be identified on a 
seismic section by recognizing the fanning out pattern of surface wave dispersion (Figure 
2.3 A).  More than 2/3 of the seismic energy manifests as surface waves resulting in a 
strong signal.  Surface waves were formerly considered noise because they can mask 
refractions or reflections but are now understood to provide useful information (Park et 
al., 1997a).   
The strongest determinant of surface wave velocity is the shear wave velocity 
(Vs) which is why Vs can be accurately calculated from the measurements obtained by 
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MASW (Park et al., 1997a).  Depending on Poisson’s Ratio, phase velocities range from 
91% to 96% of the material Vs (Reynolds, 2011, P.211).   The average Vs and the Vs 
structure indicates the shear modulus, a measure of the stiffness or rigidity of the 
subsurface which is useful for geotechnical and engineering projects.  Equation 2.7 shows 
the proportional relationship between Vs and shear modulus (µ)  (Park et al., 1997a).   
 
Vs = (µ / ρ)
1/2
            Equation 2.7 
 
Vs: Shear Wave Velocity 
µ: Shear Modulus 
ρ: Density 
(Reynolds, 2011, P. 147) 
                              
 
Rayleigh waves have a dispersive property that is unique in seismic wave 
propagation (Park et al., 1997a).  The seismic velocity of surface material, like glacial till, 
tends to increase with depth.  The depths that recorded Rayleigh waves traverse depend 
on the wavelength.  Rayleigh waves of greater wavelengths disperse from others by 
sampling the greater subsurface depths of greater seismic velocities (Park, 1995 and 
Reynolds, 2011, Pp. 146-147).  This is illustrated by the difference in time that surface 
waves arrive in the seismic section in Figure 2.3 A.     
Park (1995) introduced Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW). This 
is a geophysical method used to compute the shear wave velocity (Vs) structure of the 
subsurface from surface wave measurements.  MASW has advantages over several 
methods such as the deflection-response method and the crosshole and downhole method.  
The deflection response method measures the stress-strain response from a dynamic load 
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and gives only an average stiffness at a site without distinguishing between stratigraphic 
layers.  The crosshole and downhole method can measure the stiffness of separate layers 
but requires boreholes and receiver installation.  Evaluation at a large site can be 
expensive, time consuming, and damaging with either method.  Without boreholes, 
MASW is capable of distinguishing stratigraphy within subsurface materials of variable 
Vs and do so more efficiently than other methods (Park et al., 1997a).   
A similar method, Spectral Analysis of Surface Wave (SASW) was developed in 
the early 1980’s.  The field configuration usually requires two geophones and a source 
like an impact plate and hammer.  This procedure requires the geophones be moved for 
multiple shots (recordings after a hammer impacts a plate) and multiple source offsets 
(distance from the nearest geophone to the source).  With MASW, 12 or more geophones 
are planted allowing for a larger range of recorded phase velocities.  This significantly 
reduces the number of shots required to complete the survey thus expediting the field 
procedure (Park et al., 1997a). 
MASW allows users to resolve the shear wave velocity at specified depths within 
an expected range.  There is a margin of error, generally dependent upon the complexity 
of the subsurface and the confidence for which other parameters (p-wave velocity, 
density, and Poisson’s ratio) are known (Park et al., 1997a).  MASW directly measures 
the phase velocities and associated periods of surface waves.  The inverse of the period is 
the frequency.  A plot of the frequency spectrum and surface wave velocities (phase 
velocities) yields a recognizable dispersion curve.  The dispersion curve can be used to 
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generate a 1-dimensional profile of the shear wave velocity of materials in the subsurface 
as a function of depth (Reynolds, 2011, Pp. 211-213).  A 1-D Vs profile is developed by 
back calculating the shear wave velocity and associated depths from the dispersion curve 
using an inversion process (Park et al., 1997a). 
There are three main steps to conducting and processing data from an MASW 
survey; data acquisition, dispersion curve analysis, and dispersion curve inversion.  For 
data acquisition, there can be an active or passive MASW survey.  12 or more geophones 
are planted in a straight line for active MASW.  The distance from the first geophone to 
the last is called the spread length or D.  The distance between geophones is the receiver 
spacing (dx).  Geophones are placed at specific stations so receiver spacing also defines 
the station spacing.  The distance from the source to the nearest geophone is called the 
source offset (x1) (Figure 2.5) (Park et al., 2008).   
The MASW profile from one dispersion curve is 1-dimensional so it cannot 
resolve lateral variations in Vs or bedrock depth beneath the spread.  As a solution, the 
source-receiver configuration (SRC, Figure 2.5) can be shifted incrementally by one 
station (or some integer, multiple of the stations) at a time.  Having multiple Vs profiles 
in line allows the user to generate a 2-D profile that can resolve local bedrock trends 
(Park et al., 2008 and Park et al., 1997a). 
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Figure 2.5: Active MASW.  The source offset is x1, receiver spacing is dx, and the spread length 
(distance from the first receiver to the last receiver) is D.  These parameters define the Source-
Receiver Configuration (SRC) (Park et al., 2008).  
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There are two types of passive MASW surveys.  The passive remote survey 
requires a 2-D receiver array such as the circular one in Figure 2.6, or another geometric 
shape, for an accurate Vs analysis.  This method utilizes records of any ambient surface 
waves produced from local, cultural sources (traffic) or natural sources (tidal motion).  A 
passive remote survey can be an intensive operation that requires a large area.  A passive 
roadside MASW survey (Figure 2.7) is less intensive and access is easily obtained.  The 
shoulder of a road is the only area needed and it generally utilizes local traffic sources.  
These benefits are weighed against a Vs analysis that is suffering in accuracy by as much 
as 10%.  However, passive roadside records can be combined with active MASW records 
in processing using the exact same receiver spread to improve the analysis (Park et al., 
2008).   
Some general rules of thumb for the MASW field setup follow.  The spread 
length (D) needs to be, at minimum, equal to the greatest depth of investigation.  The 
minimum resolvable depth is approximately equal to the receiver spacing (dx) (Park, 
Ivanov, and Brohammer, 2008).  For an active survey, Park, Ivanov, and Brohammer 
(2008) recommend the source offset (x1) be approximately 20% of the spread length to 
avoid near field or far field effects but also acknowledge this is debated.  
The second step of the MASW procedure is the dispersion curve analysis.  
Picking the dispersion curve is the most critical step because it primarily determines the 
final Vs profile.  The user picks points on an overtone, such as that in Figure 2.8, to 
delineate the dispersion curve.  Overtones plot signal strength along the phase velocity
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Figure 2.6: Passive remote MASW.  The circular array can be substituted by other geometric 
array shapes.  The spread length (D) for this type of array is equal to the diameter of the circle 
or, in the case of a square or triangular receiver array pattern, the length of one leg (Park et 
al., 1997b). 
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Figure 2.7: Roadside passive MASW array.  The field configuration is the sames an active 
MASW survey array except the source offset is not defined.  Surveyors can use an active 
source to trigger a record but you do have to cut the active portion of the record out to 
properly process both (Park et al., 1997b).   
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Figure 2.8: SurfSeis3© dispersion curve overtone.  The color scale at the top right defines the 
relative strength of the signal.  The left vertical axis is phase velocity.  The signal to noise ratio 
(S/N) is the vertical axis on the right.  The horizontal axis is frequency (Park et al., 2008). 
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and frequency spectrums where the fundamental mode and higher order harmonic 
patterns can be recognized.  A color spectrum defines the relative signal strength at 
velocity, frequency combinations and guides the user in picking the dispersion curve 
points.  Once the fundamental dispersion curve is recognized, the Signal to Noise ratio 
(S/N) provides greater guidance by plotting the signal strength of the user picks to the 
strongest signal at the chosen frequency.  In Figure 2.7, the S/N is the right, vertical axis.  
The user would seek a S/N of 1 for the greatest likelihood of identifying the fundamental 
mode surface wave signal.  Velocity increasing sharply, generally at the low frequency 
end of the dispersion curve, indicates a lithology change and possibly bedrock (Park et 
al., 1997a). 
The third and final step is an iterative, inversion process that produces the shear 
wave velocity profile (Park et al., 1997a).  The initial model in the inversion process 
utilizes an algebraic surface wave dispersion law for a theoretical heterogeneous earth 
model known as a Gibson half-space (Xia et al., 1997).  A matrix equation is set up 
where each layer represents the modeled layers in the earth model.  For every iteration, a 
parameter of any layer of the surface wave dispersion matrix equation is adjusted and a 
new dispersion curve model is generated for comparison with the user’s dispersion curve 
picks (Park et al., 1997a).   
The resulting model Vs profile would be a step model similar to Figure 2.9.  The 
left vertical axis in this figure is the shear wave velocity of the stepped model and the 
surface wave velocity of the dispersion curve picks and the modeled dispersion curve.
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Figure 2.9: SurfSeis2© 1-D MASW profile. The vertical axis is the shear wave velocity (Vs) for 
the stepped model, the surface wave velocity for the dispersion curve picks, and the surface 
wave velocity for the modeled dispersion curve produced by the Vs profile.  The bottom, 
horizontal axis is the frequency associated with dispersion curve model and dispersion curve 
picks.  The top, horizontal axis is the depth along the stepped profile (Park, 2003).   
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The top horizontal axis is the depth associated with each velocity change.  The 
bottom horizontal axis is the frequency associated with the dispersion curve picks and 
modeled dispersion curve (Park, 2003).  The stepped model in Figure 2.9 indicates 
velocity changes and the depths of stratigraphic transitions.  The modeled velocities are 
used as a guide for the types of materials and the most likely depth of transition from the 
near surface unconsolidated materials to the consolidated bedrock (Park, 2003).  
However, Figure 2.9 only models unconsolidated surface layer stratigraphy.  The highest 
Vs does not exceed the lowest rock velocity (180m/s or about 591ft/s, Table 3.2). The 
step farthest to the right is considered the infinite half space (medium bounded only by 
one side).  The shallowest depth of the half-space is the maximum depth for which the 
model applies (Park, 2003).   
 
H/V Analysis 
Structural damage can vary significantly after an earthquake and does not strictly 
relate to the magnitude and duration of the earthquake.  Site response to a seismic event 
can be better understood by defining the surface material characteristics such as its 
fundamental resonance (f0); also known as resonance, resonant frequency, or fundamental 
frequency.  Understanding and characterizing sites helps in determining where the 
greatest damage may occur and ways to minimize damage in response to an earthquake.  
This was previously determined using boreholes, however that can be very expensive and 
time consuming when characterizing a large site (Nakamura, 1989). 
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As an alternative, the fundamental resonance of surface layer material can be 
estimated by the ratio of the horizontal to vertical components of the Fourier amplitude 
spectra calculated from the records measured by 3-component seismometers (Nakamura, 
1989).  3-component seismometers measure the velocity of ground motion at one point in 
three directions (Figure 2.10). Originally, a 3-componenet seismometer would record 
measurements from three geophones mounted on a spike.  One would be vertical and the 
other two were horizontal and orthogonal in order to measure velocity in the vertical, 
east-west, and north-south directions.  More recently, a Galperin mount has been 
employed.  For this type of mount, each geophone is oriented 120 degrees from the next 
and all are 35.3 degrees from the horizontal (the ground on a level surface).  This reduces 
the gravitational effect on any one geophone because they were designed to be planted 
vertically into the ground (Steeples et al., 1995). 
Using either of those configurations, it is possible to separate the horizontal 
component from the vertical component of seismic motion using vector math.  The H/V 
can then be calculated and plotted along a frequency spectrum (Figure 2.10). The 
horizontal and vertical components behave differently in response to differing seismic 
frequencies.  At a specific frequency, surface waves may constructively interfere with 
shear waves horizontally causing amplification; an increase in the amplitude of the 
horizontal signal (Nakamura, 1989).  This frequency is an estimate for fundamental 
resonance, a function of the bedrock depth and the shear wave velocity of the surface 
material described in Equation 1.1 (Mahajan et al., 2012).     
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Figure 2.10: Three components for H/V analysis.  The left image contains the traces from three 
component recordings.  The top is the vertical component (Z), the second is the north-south 
component (N), and the bottom is the east-west component (E).  The plot of H/V amplitude on 
the right was produced by the recordings on the left.  The peak H/V spectral frequency is the 
that with the greatest amplitude.  The gray area is the standard deviation of the H/V 
amplitude (Bonnefoy-Claudet et al., 2009). 
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 Dividing the horizontal component amplification by the vertical reduces the 
confusing signal from multiple seismic wave types and directions (traffic, distant 
earthquakes, or microseisms from ocean waves) for fast and accurate interpretation.  The 
strongest peak in the H/V amplitude to frequency plot reveals the estimated fundamental 
resonance (Nakamura, 1989).  There may be many contributing seismic sources to the 
H/V spectra, like Rayleigh wave ellipticity, shear wave resonance, or the airy phase of 
Love waves (Bonnefoy-Claudet et al., 2006), but the peak H/V spectral ratio remains a 
close approximation of the fundamental resonance (Bonnefoy-Claudet et al., 2006 and 
Nakamura, 2000). 
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Chapter 3: Methods 
 
Survey Planning and Equipment 
Recall that the seismometers deployed by Spectraseis are numbered in increasing 
order from north to south, 101 to 129, and from west to east, 201 to 229.   Each site for 
MASW and Vs refraction surveys is named for the local seismometer number; S106, 
S200 (located about 450 meters west of seismometer 201), and S209 (Figure 3.1). 48 
geophones were planted for MASW and refraction surveys.  The spreads were placed 
along the shoulder of roads near water wells and, where available, previously deployed 3-
component seismometers.  Pertinent local water well log data is compiled in Table 3.1.   
Table 3.1: Water Well Log Information (Ohio Department of Natural Resources) 
Site Well Log # Depth to Bedrock Bedrock Type Surface Materials 
S106 689242 ~5 m Sandstone Gravel and clay 
S200 329912 ~59 m Gray Sandy Shale Sand, clay, gravel 
and boulders 
S209 2029498 ~5 m Gray Sandstone Clay, boulders and 
gravel 
 
The 3-component seismometer, GD10, was deployed at S106 and S200.  S200 has 
no seismometer near enough to make a comparison but at S106, the Spectraseis 
seismometer 106 results are compared with the GD10 results (Figure 3.2 and 3.3).   These 
sites were chosen to investigate Vs for a wide range of depths to bedrock and the last site, 
S209, includes the potential to model dipping bedrock (Figure 3.4).   
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Figure 3.1: Three MASW/Refraction sites.  Each site where MASW and Vs refraction surveys 
were performed is named for the nearest Spectraseis 3-component seismometer; S106, S200 
(farthest west), and S209.  
S106 
S209 S200 
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Figure 3.2: S106.  The red line is the location of the MASW and Vs refraction geophone 
spreads.  The yellow line represents the geophone spread used to generate the 1-D MASW 
model interpreted for this study.  The red circle at the center is where the 1-D profile is 
applied.  The blue circle on the top right is the water well with measured depth to bedrock.  
The yellow circle is the 3-component seismometer GD10, deployed for this study.  The 
pinpoint is the Spectraseis seismometer 106. 
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Figure 3.3: S200.  The red line is the location of the MASW and Vs refraction geophone 
spreads.  The red circle at the center is where the 1-D MASW profile is applied.  The blue circle 
is the water well with measured bedrock depth.  The yellow circle is the 3-component 
seismometer GD10, deployed for this study. 
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Figure 3.4: S209.  The red line is the location of the MASW and Vs refraction geophone 
spreads.  The yellow line represents the geophone spread used to generate the 1-D MASW 
model interpreted for this study.  The red circle at the center is where the 1-D profile is 
applied.  The blue circle is the water well with measured depth to bedrock.  The pinpoints are 
the Spectraseis seismometers 208 and 209. 
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Two Geometrics Geodes were the seismographs used for MASW and Vs 
refraction surveys.  48 vertical, 4.5 Hz Geospace GS-110 geophones were planted for 
MASW surveys and the source was a sledge hammer striking an impact plate.  The first 
24 geophones were connected to one of two seismographs and the next 24 connected to 
the second.  Upon completion, the vertical geophones used for MASW were switched 
with 40 Hz horizontal geophones for the Vs refraction surveys.  They were placed in the 
same locations with the same spacing as the vertical geophones at each of the sites.  The 
source was a sledge hammer striking a shear wave generator in both directions parallel 
with the geophone orientation and perpendicular with the geophone line.  All geophones, 
the 3-componenent seismometer deployed for this study, source equipment, and 
Geometrics Geodes were provided by Wright State University. 
The Vs interpretations for MASW and refraction are guided by the NEHRP 
classification system (Table 3.2).  This system lists the expected velocity ranges of 
classes of material (Class A for hard rock, B for rock, etc.).  The average shear wave 
velocity of the top 30 meters of the surface (VS30) is used for building codes (Holzer et al, 
2005).  The NEHRP classification system is used as a guide for S200 even though 
bedrock depth is greater than 30 meters.   
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Table 3.2: NEHRP Classification System (Holzer et al.,2005) 
 
 
 
MASW 
The primary method considered for Vs analysis in this study is MASW.  At S106, 
the geophone spacing was 2 meters for a spread length of 94 meters.  For S200 and S209, 
the geophone spacing is 4 meters for a 188 meter spread length.  See Figure 3.1 for 
survey locations.  Half of each spread length is greater than the depth to bedrock at each 
site.  This allows 24 geophones to be cut out at a time in processing for a 2-D profile that 
models bedrock.   
SurfSeis3
©
 software, used to process MASW data for this study, converts SEG-2 
data into KGS format and takes the user inputs for the field geometry (source offset, 
receiver spacing, and survey type) to generate an overtone.  The user can then pick points 
within the overtone that best define the fundamental mode dispersion curve.  With the 
dispersion curve picks saved, SurfSeis3
©
 runs through the inversion process developed by 
Xia et al. (1997).  Multiple iterations of Vs profiles should generate a dispersion curve 
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Figure 3.5: SurfSeis3© Processing Flow (Park et al., 2008)  
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with a close fit to the user defined dispersion curve points (Figure 3.5).  The inversion 
process ends if the dispersion model converges on the dispersion curve picks within a 
specified error, the trend of the error begins to increase with subsequent models, or the 
inversion reaches the maximum number of iterations (Park et al., 2008).   
If the SurfSeis3
©
 process is meant to generate a 2-D profile, the user picks curves 
from multiple overtones along the profile line.  The inversion process takes place for each 
of the dispersion curves.  The 2-D Vs profile is color coded using the 1-D profiles as 
guides.  For a typical 2-D profile, the source receiver configuration (SRC) would be 
shifted along a line in the field.  At each site for this study, all geophones remained in 
place.  All geophones were live for every shot gather as well, lending greater flexibility in 
processing.  SurfSeis3
©
 users are able to delete the receivers that were unneeded for a 
particular process such as simulating a roll along profile or isolating a specific spread 
closest to other data collection sites (Park et al., 2008).   
Data were collected using a series of source points (sledge hammer striking an 
impact plate) that moved incrementally into the geophone spread for the 2-D MASW 
profiles.  In processing 2-D profiles using SurfSeis3
©
, the first 24 geophones are kept for 
the first source offset, geophones 2 through 25 are kept for the next source offset, and the 
pattern continues until the final offset for geophones 25 through 48.  There are four shots 
for each source point and overtones of each coincident source point were combined in the 
overtone generation processing.  For 1-D profiles, the 2-D shots can be used as long as 
the appropriate geophones are cut from the spread in processing.   
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Each site had a unique challenge to overcome.  For the first site, S106, water 
wells and results from seismic surveys suggest bedrock depth varies significantly locally.  
Complicated bedrock structures are difficult to model because the phase velocities 
undergo a wave-field transform that does not represent space so results are applied to the 
center of the geophone spread (Park et al., 2008).  Conducting a 2-D MASW survey still 
may not accurately model sharp, local variations.   
Geophones 37 through 48 exhibited a lower velocity on the seismic section than 
the other geophones at S106.  Source locations were placed throughout those geophones 
which presented an opportunity to test a hypothesis; overtones from multiple source 
offsets can be combined to improve dispersion curve analysis.  The only criteria for 
combining overtones in SurfSeis3
©
 is that the midstation (middle of the receiver spread) 
be the same for all combined records.  Given the concern for near field and far field 
effects, combining overtones from near offsets, far offsets, and those offsets at the 
recommended range (about 20% of the receiver spread) may diminish near and far field 
effects while still improving the fundamental dispersion signal.   
The dispersion overtones do not appear to suffer from a combination of offsets 
ranging from near to far relative to the spread length (Figure 3.6 A&B).  Combining 
overtones of multiple offsets also appears to improve the final Vs profile (Figure 3.7 
A&B).  The Vs profile with only a 6 meter source offset includes a layer with a Vs that is 
nearly double the highest phase velocity picked in the dispersion curve even though 
phase velocities are approximately 92% of Vs (Reynolds, 2011, P.147).  Using multiple 
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Figure 3.6A&B: S106 test profiles from the east end of receiver spread between geophones 37-48.  Figure A: Active overtone 
from 6m source offset.  The left vertical axis is phase velocity.  The right vertical axis is the signal to noise ratio.  The 
Horizontal axis is Frequency.  The color spectrum on the top right defines the signal strength of the display. 
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Figure  3.6B: S106 Active Overtone from Combined Source Offsets of 10-0m for the East End of the Spread between 
Geophones 37-48 
 
 
B 
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Figure 3.7A: 1-D Vs profile results from Figure 3.6A.  The left vertical axis is Vs for the 1-D velocity profile and phase velocity 
for the dispersion curve model and picks.  The bottom horizontal axis is frequency for dispersion curve model and picks.  The 
top horizontal axis is the depth in meters. 
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Figure 3.7B: 1-D Vs profile result from Figure 3.6B 
B 
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source offsets to generate overtones was applied in processing for all sites.  See 
comparisons on the (Figures 3.8 through 3.11). 
For the final interpretation at S106, overtones from offsets of 10 meters through 
20 meters in 2 meter increments for the first 24 geophones were used to generate the final 
overtone (Figure 3.8B).  Only the first 24 channels were kept for every record so the 
result is a 1-D profile.  This spread is closest to the 3-component seismometer deployed 
for this study and the one previously deployed by Spectraseis.  The water well is on the 
north east corner of the property while the local seismometer and the first 24 receivers 
were on the south west corner of the property.  Results from this model were compared 
with those from the H/V results and the nearby water well.   
The depth to bedrock at the water well from S200 is approximately 59 meters, far 
greater than usual for this type of survey.  MASW depths of investigation are typically 30 
meters or less.  To model greater depths, receiver spacing was increased to 4 meters for a 
188 meter spread length.  Overtones of multiple offsets (20 meters to 16 meters within 
the receiver spread) were combined to improve the dispersion image and increase the 
velocities that can be picked for the dispersion curve.  The overtone image was improved 
with the additional offsets but the highest dispersion curve velocity picks were associated 
with halfspace boundaries of approximately 60 meters (Figure 3.9A&B).   
The halfspace boundary is determined before the inversion as the limit of the 
model applicability so it is better for the interpreted bedrock depth be modeled by a layer 
shallower than the halfspace.  Even with a great enough spread length for a significant
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Figure 3.8A&B: S106 profiles from west end of receiver spread between geophones 1-24.  Figure A: Active overtone from 10m 
source offset.  The left vertical axis is phase velocity.  The right vertical axis is signal to noise ratio.  The horizontal axis is 
frequency.  The color spectrum on the top right defines the signal strength of the display. 
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Figure 3.8B:. S106 active overtone from combined source offsets of 10-20m for geophones 1-24  
 
 
B 
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Figure 3.9A&B: S200 profiles from entire receiver spread.  Figure A: Active overtone from 20m source offset.  The left vertical 
axis is phase velocity.  The right vertical axis is signal to noise ratio.  The horizontal axis is frequency.  The color spectrum on 
the top right defines the signal strength of the display. 
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Figure 3.9B: S200 Active Overtone from Combined Source Offsets of 20m through 16m within the spread for Entire Spread 
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Figure 3.10A&B: S200 Combined Active and Roadside Passive Overtones.  Figure A: S200 Active Overtone from 20m Source 
Offset Combined with Roadside Passive Overtones.  The left vertical axis is phase velocity.  The right vertical axis is signal to 
noise ratio.  The horizontal axis is frequency.  The color spectrum on the top right defines the signal strength of the display. 
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Figure 3.10B: S200 Active Overtone from Source Offsets of 20 m through 16 m within the spread Combined With Roadside 
Passive Overtones. 
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Figure 3.11A&B: S209 profiles from the receiver spread between geophones 20-39.  Figure A: Active overtone from 20m 
source offset.  The left vertical axis is phase velocity.  The right vertical axis is the signal to noise ratio.  The Horizontal axis is 
Frequency.  The color spectrum on the top right defines the signal strength of the display.  
A 
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Figure 3.11B: S209 active overtone from combined source offsets of 28-0 m for geophones 20-39. 
 
B 
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depth to bedrock, it is still difficult to generate wavelengths great enough to sample 
bedrock with only a sledge hammer and impact plate.  Overtones from roadside passive 
recordings were combined with the active overtones to help increase the velocity and 
depth of investigation.  Combining all of these overtones (Figure 3.10B) allowed the 
modeled infinite halfspace boundary to exceed 90 meters.   
At the final site, S209, water well logs south of this site suggest the bedrock depth 
increases significantly.  In an effort to model dipping bedrock, the geophone spacing was 
4 meters for a 188 meter total geophone spread length.  A 2-D profile was generated 
using spreads of 24 geophones that were 92 meters in length and were rolled through the 
broader 48 geophone spread in processing.  Geophones 20 through 39 were analyzed for 
the final 1-D model interpretation (Figure 3.11B).  The midstation of these twenty 
geophones is between seismometers 208 and 209 and approximately in line with the west 
to east oriented line of 3-component seismometers deployed by Spectraseis. 
 
Shear Wave Refraction   
Vs refraction was used as an alternative method for comparison.  Data were 
collected using the shear wave generator and a sledge hammer at all cable breaks, the 
middle of cable breaks, near offsets, and far offsets for a total of 13 shot locations all 
every site.  Some records combined up to 16 shots to accommodate the significant spread 
lengths at S200 and S209.  The shear wave generator would be struck from one direction 
for half of those shots and the opposite direction for the last half at every shot location.  
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Subtracting the signal in the negative direction increased the amplitude of the shear wave 
signal and reduce any p-wave signal.     
Vs refraction data processing was done with IXRefraX
TM
 which employs a simple 
2-D initial forward and inverse model using slope-intercept interpretations followed by a 
GRM interpreted model.  This software allows the user to import all of the shot records 
and pick the first breaks (first sign of a coherent signal from direct arrivals and 
refractions).  Source locations are found in the file header established during data 
acquisition but this software facilitates changing the source location if needed.   
The process continues with the simple 2-D models, assigning layers to refractors 
and direct arrivals, and generating a GRM interpreted model (Interpex, 2010).  The final 
Vs refraction models are the 2-layer GRM interpreted models.  Vs refraction surveys 
yield 2-D profiles so final interpretations and comparison with MASW and H/V results 
were done with the depth and Vs associated with the midpoint of the final MASW Vs 
profile.  IXRefrax
TM
 generates output files where this information can be found.   
To facilitate processing, IXRefrax
TM
 provides multiple tools to aid in picking first 
breaks.  Users are able to zoom in to a selected box to remove unnecessary time frames in 
the seismic section.  A ‘Pick Window’ option is also available for a close up view of the 
region the cursor occupies.  A processing tool allows users to filter specified frequencies 
and amplitudes. This tool provides a plot of amplitude versus frequency to help remove 
only noise at frequency ranges that are not the sought after signal (Interpex, 2010). 
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The IXRefrax
TM
 processing flow is as follows (Interpex, 2010): 
 Import Data 
 Pick first breaks 
 Estimate flat layered model 
 Generate the simple 2-D model and incorporate borehole data if available 
 Assign all arrivals to layers estimated in the simple 2-D model 
 Calculate reciprocal times 
 Edit arrivals if necessary 
 Generate GRM interpretation 
 Refine interpretation and add labels 
  
The data at S106 and S209 were much clearer than those collected from S200.  
For far offsets, a refraction was clearly visible across the receiver spread at S106 and 
S209 (Figures 3.12 and 3.13).  There is even strong evidence of the dip in bedrock 
indicated by well logs near S209 (Figure 3.14).  The refraction on the north end arrives 
almost 100 milliseconds (ms) sooner than the refraction on the south end.  However, at 
S200, a refraction that traversed the entire profile even for a far offset of 50 meters was 
not available.  Bedrock depth was significant enough that direct arrivals were 
significantly present in every seismic section (Figures 3.15 and 3.16).  A cross over point 
could be identified in the far source offsets but even for the best example (Figure 3.15), it 
could not be followed it to the other end of the section.  These issues decrease my 
confidence in the refraction results at S200.  
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Figure 3.12: IXRefraxTM seismic section at S106 with 25 meter source offset 
 
 
Figure 3.13: IXRefraxTM seismic section at S209 with 26 meter source offset 
West East 
South North 
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Figure 3.14: IXRefraxTM seismic section at S209 with source station at 96 meters  
 
 
Figure 3.15: IXRefraxTM seismic section at S200 with 50 meter source offset to the south 
South 
South 
North 
North 
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Figure 3.16: IXRefraxTM seismic section at S200 with 50 meter source offset to the north 
 
   
South North 
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H/V Analysis 
Spectraseis 3-component seismometers 106, 201, 208, and 209 were used to 
perform the H/V analysis.  Seismometer 106 is close to site S106 and results were 
compared with seismometer GD10 H/V, with MASW calculated f0, and Vs refraction 
calculated f0.  GD10 was then deployed at S200 since the nearest Spectraseis seismometer 
(201) was about 450 meters away from the survey receiver spreads.  Time did not permit 
GD10 deployment at the third site, S209, however seismometer 209 was close to the 
receivers spread and 208 was farther but still analyzed for comparison. 
 Geopsy processing software was used for this analysis.  Geopsy is open-source 
software package that provides ambient vibration processing tools.  The H/V tool reads 
the vertical and horizontal component data and displays traces of each with time on the 
horizontal axis.  Those traces are broken into smaller groups of traces called windows, 
the lengths (in time) of which and the percent overlap are defined by the user.  The 
horizontal amplitude of signals of differing frequencies are distinguished and divided by 
the vertical amplitude of the associated signal frequency.  Geopsy does this for each 
window and generates a plot of the H/V amplitude versus the frequency, similar to Figure 
2.9.  The frequency with the greatest amplitude is known as the peak frequency and is the 
fundamental resonance estimate for surface layer-material.  All of the windows are 
represented by an individual line and become color coded when the process is complete.  
The user can add and remove windows if seeking a specific time or to avoid an 
anomalous signal.     
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The peak H/V frequency is calculated in two different ways by Geopsy.  The 
average H/V amplitude is calculated across the frequency spectrum.  As a result, the 
frequency with the highest average amplitude is cited as the peak frequency and there is 
only a standard deviation in amplitude at associated frequencies.  The peak H/V 
frequency is also calculated for each window.  The average peak of all of the windows 
generates a standard deviation in frequency.  In many cases, the average peak frequency 
correlates well with the average from windows.  If this is not the case, there may be an 
anomalous time frame that can be identified and removed from consideration by 
eliminating the windows associated with the anomalous peak frequency values.  
Tutorials, explanations, and other information can be found on the Geopsy website; 
geopsy.org. 
 
The Geopsy processing flow is as follows (geopsy.org): 
 Download compressed signal file 
 Load and view signals 
 Select signals to drag and drop into the H/V Spectral Ratio tool  
 Ensure parameters are correctly set in the Time tab of the H/V Toolbox and 
click Select and Auto; green rectangles called windows appears in the 
 Once satisfied with the parameters in the Processing and Output tabs, 
select Start on the bottom, right corner of the H/V Toolbox 
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Chapter 4: Results and Interpretations 
 
MASW 
The 2-D MASW profile for S106 shows there is subsurface complexity that 
would be difficult to model.  On the west end of the profile (left in Figure 4.1), an 
apparent lens of high velocity material overlies low velocity material.  This may also be 
one or a few large boulders effectively spread out in the profile.  This happens because 
multiple receiver spreads would register the high velocity anomaly as the receiver spread 
is shifted passed it even though all midstations will not be over it.  Underlying low 
velocity material would not be detected in the refraction results and would provide an 
unusual dispersion curve that is more difficult to model.  Sandstone bedrock may be the 
transition into the narrow, yellow band.  Sandstone is indicated by the nearby well.  The 
bedrock could be weathered which would yield a low velocity.  The 1-D interpreted 
MASW profile (Figure 4.2) applies to the station farthest west, left most in Figure 4.1. 
The dispersion curve picks show a velocity reduction at about 21Hz (Figure 
3.8B).  This may be related to the high velocity lens from the 2-D model (Figure 4.1) but 
it is not modeled in the final 1-D profile (Figure 4.2). The near surface Vs is 
approximately 431m/s.  The calculated f0 for the velocity contrast at 9.84 meters, 
interpreted as bedrock, is 10.95Hz.  The surface layer velocity falls into NEHRP Class C 
and may be very dense soil or soft rock.  At 824m/s, the interpreted sandstone bedrock  
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Figure 4.1: S106 SurfSeis3© 2-D MASW profile.  The triangles along the bottom horizontal axis are each of the midstations of 
2m spacing.  The top horizontal axis is the station number.  The vertical axes are depth in meters.  The color scale on the top 
right defines the velocity (m/s) values in the profile.  Station 1012, farthest west (left) of this profile is coincident with the 
midstation of the 1-D MASW profile interpreted for this study. 
E 
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Figure 4.2: SurfSeis3© 3 layer 1-D Vs profile for S106 geophones 1-24.  The vertical axis is the shear wave velocity and surface 
wave velocity (m/s).  The bottom horizontal axis is the frequency spectrum associated with the dispersion picks and 
dispersion curve model.  The top horizontal axis is the depth (m) associated with the stepped shear wave velocity model.   
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falls into Class B, rock.  This is near the low end of rock velocities and may be weathered 
bedrock.  Table 4.1 details results from Figure 4.2. 
 
Table 4.1: Table of SurfSeis3© S106 1-D Inversion Results 
 
For S200, the subsurface structure is not complicated based on the 2-D MASW 
profile in Figure 4.3.  Shale bedrock may be the transition into or out of the narrow 
yellow band.  Shale bedrock is indicated by the nearby well.  The greatest complication is 
the significant depth to bedrock that far exceeds the standard depth MASW is used, 30 
meters or less.  The associated 1-D MASW profile (Figure 4.4) applies to Station 1024, 
the center of the model in Figure 4.3. 
  The surface material at S200 shallower than 22 meters falls into NEHRP Classes 
E and D, soft soil and stiff soil, respectively.  Between 22 meters and the halfspace (the 
final layer at 97 meters) the modeled layers fall into Class C, very dense soil or soft rock.  
The sharp increase in velocity from 462 m/s to 635 m/s is the interpreted shale bedrock at 
75 meters (Table 4.2).  This Vs is low and may be weathered bedrock.  The near surface 
weighted average Vs is approximately 370 m/s.  The calculated f0 for the velocity 
contrast at 75 meters is 1.24Hz.  The f0 calculation for the halfspace would be 0.73Hz.
DEPTH (m) INITIAL Vs (m/s) INVERTED Vs (m/s) R-M-S E of Vs (m/s) 
9.84 465 431.04 5.03 
22.13 822 823.57 12.17 
22.13 1568 1853.63 24.22 
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Figure 4.3: S200 SurfSeis3© 2-D MASW profile.  The triangles along the bottom horizontal axis are each of the midstations of 
4m spacing.  The top horizontal axis is the station number.  The vertical axes are depth in meters.  The color scale on the top 
right defines the velocity (m/s) values in the profile.   
N 
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Figure 4.4: SurfSeis3© 10 layer 1-D Vs Pprofile for S200 geophones 1-48.  The vertical axis is the shear wave velocity or surface 
wave velocity (m/s).  The bottom horizontal axis is the frequency spectrum associated with the dispersion picks and 
dispersion curve model.  The top horizontal axis is the depth (m) associated with the stepped shear wave velocity model. 
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       Table 4.2: Table of SurfSeis3© S200 1-D Inversion Results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPTH (m) INITIAL Vs (m/s) INVERTED Vs (m/s) R-M-S E of Vs (m/s) 
3.76 197 237.72 24.95 
8.46 203 247.55 23.75 
14.33 225 169.37 17.55 
21.67 264 235.15 18.68 
30.84 324 392.69 24.37 
42.32 397 437.41 23.97 
56.65 468 413.58 21.35 
74.57 553 461.86 20.27 
96.97 677 634.67 24.52 
96.97 1128 1140.61 26.01 
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The 10 layer model was chosen at S200 because of the significant depth to 
bedrock indicated by the water well.  This bedrock depth is close to the limit of reliable 
surface wave information.  Since the depth to bedrock appears to be close to the modeled 
infinite half space, a greater number of layers is appropriate to reduce modeled layer 
thicknesses and better determine bedrock depth.   
An important note regarding the dispersion curve for S200 is the lowest measured 
surface wave frequencies fall below 4.5Hz.  According to Reynolds (2012, P.170), the 
signal attenuates at or below the natural frequency of the geophone.  As a result, the low 
frequency signal associated with bedrock would not be as strong as the signal at 
frequencies greater than 4.5Hz.  It may have attenuated enough that the actual velocity of 
bedrock is still not resolved at the required frequency.  This may also explain the low 
bedrock Vs determination.  These issues appear not to have been too much of a barrier to 
characterizing the average Vs of surface layer material at S200.   
The 2-D MASW profile in Figure 4.5 for S209 indicates bedrock is dipping south.  
Interpreted sandstone bedrock may be approximated by the green band.  Sandstone 
bedrock is indicated by the nearby water well.  The interpreted 1-D model (Figure 4.6) 
applies to Station 1029, seen one station left of 1030 on the top, horizontal axis in Figure 
4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: S200 2-D MASW profile.  The triangles along the bottom horizontal axis are each of the midstations of 4m spacing.  
The top horizontal axis is the station number.  The vertical axes are depth in meters.  The color scale on the top right defines 
the velocity (m/s) values in the profile.   
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Figure 4.6: SurfSeis3© 3 layer 1-D Vs profile at S209.  The vertical axis is the shear wave velocity or surface wave velocity 
(m/s).  The bottom horizontal axis is the frequency spectrum associated with the dispersion picks and dispersion curve model.  
The top horizontal axis is the depth (m) associated with the stepped shear wave velocity model.   
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DEPTH (m) INITIAL Vs (m/s) INVERTED Vs (m/s) R-M-S E of Vs (m/s) 
13.2 465 458.11 7.11 
29.7 906 1037.8 31.84 
29.7 1723 1429.49 40.45 
Table 4.3: Table of SurfSeis3© Inversion Results 
 
The surface layer Vs is approximately 458 m/s.  The surface layer velocity falls 
into NEHRP Class C and may be very dense soil or soft rock.  At 1038 m/s, the 
interpreted bedrock falls into NEHRP Class B, rock.  The calculated f0 is 8.68 Hz for 13.2 
meter depth to bedrock and an average surface layer Vs of 458 m/s.   
 
Shear Wave Refraction 
Interpreted sandstone bedrock of the simple 2-D model (Figure 4.7) from S106 is 
between 5 and 8 meters depth across the profile.  The interpreted surface layer glacial till 
and bedrock velocities are 266 m/s and 1244m/s respectively.  The NEHRP classes for 
the surface and bedrock layers are D (stiff soil) and B (rock). 
For the GRM model at S106 (Figure 4.8), interpreted sandstone bedrock is 
between 5 and 8 meters depth across the profile.  The interpreted glacial till and bedrock 
velocities are approximately 279m/s and 1215m/s respectively.  The NEHRP classes for 
the surface and bedrock layers are D (stiff soil) and B (rock).  The jagged profile of 
Figure 4.8 gives some indication of the complexity of the subsurface at S106.  The depth 
and Vs associated with the MASW midstation 1012 (station 24) are approximately 6.8m 
and 278.1 m/s respectively.  The calculated f0 at that station is 10.22 Hz.  
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Figure 4.7: S106 IXRefraxTM initial 2-D refraction Inversion results.  The top of this figure is the user defined travel times 
plotted with modeled first arrival traces from each source and the RMS fitting error.  The vertical axis is time in milliseconds.  
Shear wave velocity (m/s) approximations for the surface layer and refracting layer are listed in the middle.  The bottom of 
the image is the initial 2-D model.  The vertical axis is the elevation (m) relative to the surface.  The horizontal axis is the 
station numbers for the top and bottom images.  They begin with the first geophone at 2 meters and end at 96 meters. 
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Figure 4.8: S106 IXRefraxTM GRM refraction model.  The top of this figure is the user defined travel times plotted with 
modeled first arrival traces from each source and the RMS fitting error.  The vertical axis is time in milliseconds.  The bottom 
of the image is the GRM interpreted model.  The vertical axis is the depth (m).  The approximate shear wave velocities (m/s) 
of the surface layer and refracting layer are labeled.  The horizontal axis represents the stations with the first geophone at 2 
meters and end at 96 meters. 
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From S200 results, interpreted shale bedrock depth of the simple 2-D model 
(Figure 4.9) is between 25 and 45 meters across the profile.  Interpreted glacial till and 
bedrock velocities are 214 m/s and 801 m/s, respectively.  The NEHRP classes for the 
surface and bedrock layers are D (stiff soil) and B (rock), respectively. 
Shale bedrock depth is interpreted to be between 40 and 60 meters beneath the 
spread for the GRM model in Figure 4.10.  Interpreted Glacial till and bedrock velocities 
are approximately 222 m/s and 1339 m/s, respectively.  The NEHRP classes for the 
surface and bedrock layers are D (stiff soil) and B (rock), respectively.  The depth 
associated with the MASW midstation 1024 (station 96) is 42.60 m and the velocity is 
221.70 m/s.  The calculated f0 at this depth and surface layer Vs is 1.30 Hz.  However, 
the shallow bedrock near the center of the spread may be the result of insufficient offset 
from the source to receivers to record refraction arrivals from bedrock (Figure 4.11 
A&B).  In the case of a 58.4 m depth, the greatest depth this model reaches, f0 is equal to 
0.95 Hz.   
The interpreted sandstone bedrock depth dips from 4 meters on the north end to 
15 meters on the south end for the S209 simple 2-D model (Figure 4.12).  Interpreted 
glacial till and bedrock velocities are 192 m/s and 1295 m/s, respectively.  The NEHRP 
classes for the surface and bedrock layers are D (stiff soil) and B (rock), respectively. 
For the S209 GRM model (Figure 4.13), interpreted bedrock depth dips from 5 
meters on the north end to 18 meters on the south end.  Interpreted glacial till and 
bedrock velocities are approximately 242 m/s and 1392 m/s, respectively.  The NEHRP 
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Figure 4.9: S200 IXRefraxTM Initial 2-D Refraction Inversion Results.  The top of this figure is the user defined travel times 
plotted with modeled first arrival traces from each source and the RMS fitting error.  The vertical axis is time in milliseconds.  
Shear wave velocity (m/s) approximations for the surface layer and refracting layer are listed in the middle.  The bottom of 
the image is the initial 2-D model.  The vertical axis is the elevation (m) relative to the surface.  It is essentially depth to 
refractor along the profile.  The horizontal axis is the station numbers.  They begin with the first geophone at 4 meters and 
end at 192 meters. 
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Figure 4.10: S200 IXRefraxTM GRM Refraction Model.  The top of this figure is the user defined travel times plotted with 
modeled first arrival traces from each source and the RMS fitting error.  The vertical axis is time in milliseconds.  The bottom 
of the image is the GRM interpreted model.  The vertical axis is the depth (m).  The approximate shear wave velocities (m/s) 
of the surface layer and refracting layer are labeled.  The horizontal axis is the station numbers.  They begin with the first 
geophone at 42 meters and end at 192 meters. 
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Figure 4.11 A&B: IXRefrax
TM
 single shot interpretations.  Figure  A: Interpretation at station 22.  This is a plot of 
my first arrival picks from a seismic section generated from a 26 meter source offset.   
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Figure 4.11B: IXRefrax interpretation at station 98.  This source location is at the center of the geophone spread 
B 
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Figure 4.12: S209 IXRefraXTM Initial 2-D Refraction Inversion Results 
The top of this figure is the user defined travel times plotted with modeled first arrival traces from each source and the RMS 
fitting error.  The vertical axis is time in milliseconds.  Shear wave velocity (m/s) approximations for the surface layer and 
refracting layer are listed in the middle.  The bottom of the image is the initial 2-D model.  The vertical axis is the elevation (m) 
relative to the surface.  It is essentially depth to refractor along the profile.  The horizontal axis is the station numbers.  They begin 
with the first geophone at 4 meters and end at 192 meters. 
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Figure 4.13: S209 IXRefraXTM GRM Refraction Model.  The top of this figure is the user defined travel times plotted with 
modeled first arrival traces from each source and the RMS fitting error.  The vertical axis is time in milliseconds.  The bottom 
of the image is the GRM interpreted model.  The vertical axis is the depth (m).  The approximate shear wave velocities (m/s) 
of the surface layer and refracting layer are labeled.  The horizontal axis is the station numbers.  They begin with the first 
geophone at 4 meters and end at 192 meters. 
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classes for the surface and bedrock layers are D (stiff soil) and B (rock), respectively.  
The bedrock depth and Vs associated with the MASW midstation 1029 (Station 116) is 
approximately 7.10 m and the Vs is 229.90m/s.  The calculated f0 at this depth and 
surface layer Vs is 8.10 Hz. 
  
H/V Analysis 
The results in Figure 4.14 converge on expected frequencies based on calculations 
from MASW and refraction results.  H/V peak spectral frequencies are from 5 until 9 and 
11 until 13 (GMT) or 1 to 5 am and 11 am to 1 pm local times for 9 days, 01/30/2011 
through 02/07/2011.  For each of the seismometers, the average peak H/V is within the 
standard deviation determined from the average peak H/V frequency from windows.  
This suggests there are no other strong peak frequencies that influence the average from 
windows.  Table 4.4 details the results from Figure 4.14.  The average peak is determined 
using the greatest value from the average amplitude along the frequency spectrum.  The 
average peak from windows is determined by the average of all the from the separate 
windows. 
Table 4.4: Summary of H/V analysis results from Spectraseis seismometers near survey sites. 
Seismometer 
Number 
Average Peak 
H/V (Hz) 
Average Peak H/V from 
Windows (Hz) 
Standard Deviation from 
Windows (Hz) 
106 10.24 10.01 1.11 
201 1.40 1.40 0.11 
208 7.54 7.24 0.68 
209 8.46 8.51 0.92 
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Figure 4.14: Spectraseis 106, 201, 208, and 209 3-component Seismometer Results.  The 
vertical axis is the amplitude of the H/V.  The horizontal axis is the frequency spectrum.  The 
black line is a trace of the average amplitude for each frequency and the dotted lines are the 
standard deviation of amplitude.  The vertical gray bars are the average and standard 
deviation of the peak frequency from windows. 
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The seismometer provided by Wright State University was deployed May 6
th
 and 
7
th
, 2014.  The results displayed were from data records during the 11
th
 to 13
th
 hour 
(GMT) or 7 to 9am local.  This seismometer was deployed at 106 and S200.  The result at 
S106 is meant to be compared with seismometer 106 deployed by Spectraseis at this site.  
The results from the seismometer deployed for this study are summarized in Table 4.5.   
For the sites where GD10 was deployed, the estimations for determining H/V 
correlate with calculated f0.  The calculated average peak falls within the standard 
deviation determined from the average peak frequency using windows at S106 and S200. 
 
 Table 4.5: Seismometer GD10 results 
  
 
Table 4.6: Comparison of Measured H/V Spectral Peaks 
Site Taurus H/V (Hz) Standard 
Deviation (Hz) 
GD10 at S106, S200 or 
Taurus 208 H/V (Hz) 
Standard 
Deviation (Hz) 
S106 10.24 +/- 1.11 10.62 +/- 0.49 
S200 - - 1.22 +/- 0.13 
S209 8.46 +/- 0.92 7.54 +/-0.68 
 
 
Site Number Average Peak 
H/V (Hz) 
Average Peak H/V (Hz) Standard Deviation (Hz) 
S106 10.62 10.62 0.49 
S200 1.22 1.29 0.13 
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Figure 4.15: Seismometer GD10 Results at S106 and S200.  The horizontal axis is the frequency spectrum.  The black line is a 
trace of the average amplitude for each frequency and the dotted lines are the standard deviation of amplitude.  The vertical 
gray bars are the average and standard deviation of the peak frequency from window 
S106     S200    
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Chapter 5: Discussion 
 
Comparing Vs, Bedrock Depth and f0 from MASW and Refraction Surveys 
Results from MASW and Vs refraction surveys exhibit low shear wave velocity 
variability in relation to the variation in depth to bedrock.  Table 5.1 demonstrates this 
lack of correlative variability.  The Vs result at the second site, with greatest depth to 
bedrock, is unexpectedly the lowest of the three sites.   
Table 5.1: Vs Variability Compared with Depth Variability 
Site # MASW Vs 
(m/s) 
MASW 
Depth (m) 
Refraction 
Vs (m/s) 
Refraction 
Depth (m) 
Well Depth 
(m) 
S106 431.04 9.84 278.10 6.80 5 
S200 370.16 74.57 221.70 42.60 59 
S209 458.11 13.20 229.90 7.10 5 
Average 419.77 32.54 243.23 18.83 23 
Standard 
Deviation 45.04 36.44 30.47 20.58 24 
SD as 
Percent of 
Average 10.73% 111.99% 12.53% 109.29% 
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Vs and depth to bedrock appear to be underestimated proportionally using 
refraction survey in settings where shear wave velocity increases as a function of depth. 
The results from both methods for Vs and depth to bedrock analysis yielded similar 
calculated fundamental resonance but very different Vs and depth to bedrock.  With some 
evidence the error is proportional (Table 5.2); a theoretical experiment was conducted to 
provide a possible explanation.  A component of the GRM calculations were performed 
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to see if there is a difference in the f0 calculated in the case of an underestimated surface 
layer velocity. 
Table 5.2: Refraction Vs and Depth to Bedrock Results Divided by MASW Results 
 
Using Equation 2.6, a theoretical bedrock depth was calculated from assigned 
constants; tG = 0.1 seconds, Vs1 = 200 m/s, and Vs2 = 1000 m/s.  The same calculation 
was done again but with Vs1 changed to 160 m/s in order to simulate a 20% 
underestimated velocity.  If the depth calculated from the underestimated Vs1 is 
proportionally underestimated, the calculated f0 resonance for each would be similar.  
Equation 1 is used to calculate the f0 from each theoretical Vs and depth scenario. 
The depth to the refractor calculated from the theoretical velocity of 200m/s is 
20.41m.  The depth calculated from a 20% reduced Vs is 16.21m, a 20.59% reduction in 
depth.  The f0 calculated from the two models are 2.45Hz for the 200m/s theoretical 
surface layer velocity and 2.47Hz for the theoretical underestimated velocity. A 
difference of 0.02Hz is not significant.  It is possible to underestimate depth to bedrock in 
proportion with an underestimated Vs.  Piatti et al. (2013) argues that surface wave 
inversion results can be severely non-unique.  Therefore, it is also possible velocity 
contrasts and associated depths can be overestimated using MASW particularly if the first 
order harmonic is confused for the fundamental.   
Site Refraction Vs/MASW Vs Refraction Depth/MASW Depth 
S106 0.645 0.521 
S200 0.599 0.571 
S209 0.502 0.538 
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Comparing MASW with Refraction Using H/V Spectral Peaks 
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 support the hypothesis that errors in measurements can yield 
proportional errors in calculations.  The results at S106 in Table 5.2 is least proportional, 
possibly due to the high velocity lens (Figure 4.1) disrupting what otherwise might have 
been a constantly increasing surface layer velocity.  The H/V peak frequencies from both 
seismometers at S106 are similar, 10.24Hz for 106 and 10.62Hz for GD10.  The peak 
frequency from each seismometer falls within the standard deviation prescribed by the 
other seismometer.  The seismometer deployed specifically for this study, GD10, is 
closer to the geophone spread at S106 and is used for the analysis in Table 5.3.   
Table 5.3: Calculated f0 Minus H/V Spectral Peak (Hz) from Nearest Seismometer 
Site MASW (Hz) Vs Refraction (Hz) 
S106 0.33 -0.40 
S200 0.02 0.08 
S209 0.22 -0.36 
 
A range of values for Vs and depth to bedrock can be determined by substituting 
the associated H/V spectral peaks in Equation 1.1 as f0 and solving for Vs and depth.  The 
determined differences in depth and velocity are not significant (Table 5.4).  In Table 5.3, 
Vs is calculated using the associated seismometer H/V spectral peak as the f0 estimate and the 
depth to bedrock result from each associated survey.  The Vs determined from MASW or Vs 
refraction was subtracted from the calculated Vs.  In Table 5.4, depth to bedrock is calculated 
using the f0 estimate and the Vs result from the associated seismometer H/V spectral peak and Vs 
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survey.  The bedrock depth determined from MASW or Vs refraction was subtracted from 
calculated depth. 
MASW results produced fundamental resonance estimates that better correlate 
with H/V spectral peaks at the local seismometers than Vs refraction.  However, the 
differences are not significant enough to make a confident determination.  The advantage 
of using MASW over Vs refraction is not clear when bedrock depth is known to vary and 
survey spreads were 20 to 50 meters from the associated seismometer at each site.  With 
all this in mind, I would accept results from either method so far in the analysis. 
 
Table 5.4: Vs Calculated from Constant Depth and H/V as f0 minus Vs determined from MASW 
and Vs Refraction 
 MASW Refraction 
Site Taurus (m/s) GD10 (m/s) Taurus (m/s) GD10 (m/s) 
S106 -27.99 -12.25 0.43 10.76 
S200 - -6.26 - -13.81 
S209 -11.42 - 34.26 - 
 
 
Table 5.5: Depth Calculated from Constant Vs and H/V as f0 minus Depth determined from 
MASW and Vs Refraction 
 MASW Refraction 
Site Taurus GD10 Taurus GD10 
S106 0.68 0.29 0.01 -0.25 
S200 - 1.28 - -12.97 
S209 0.47 - -1.01 - 
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Mapping 
 H/V analysis and Equation 1.1 are used to calculate depths at each seismometer.  
The average Vs from MASW and refraction results are used for the Vs in the equation for 
the respective maps.  The H/V peak spectral frequency is used for the fundamental 
resonance (f0).  The contour maps do not include all of the depths calculated by 
seismometers.  Narrow H/V peaks of high amplitude indicate there is a strong impedance 
contrast but broad, low amplitude peaks indicate a weak impedance contrast (Mahajan et 
al., 2012).  Bedrock may be weathered or may underlie a high shear wave velocity 
material.  Under these circumstances, the H/V peak associated with the surface layer 
contact with bedrock may have lower amplitude than that of shallower surface layer 
stratigraphy and thus be difficult to distinguish (Bonnefoy-Claudet et al., 2009).  
Therefore, the greatest H/V peak is considered in relation to other peaks.  Low amplitude 
H/V peak frequencies were scrutinized more heavily and some removed from 
consideration for mapping bedrock (Figure 5.1 A&B).   
ArcGIS
®
 was used to produce contour maps.  This software includes ArcMap
TM
 
which has the necessary tools.  It reads MS Excel spreadsheets and can convert them into 
layers on maps.  Coordinates are associated with numbers listed in the same row so 
calculated depths to bedrock can be plotted in the correct locations.  The Spline tool in 
ArcMap
TM
 was used to create a raster surface of the depth to bedrock from a limited 
number of data points.  The function the Spline tool forces the raster surface to pass 
through all of the data points while limiting its curvature.  It is analogous to stretching a
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Figure 5.1 A&B: H/V Confidence Assessment.  Figure A: High Amplitude, Single Spectral Peak at Seismometer 124.  Figure B: 
Low Amplitude, Double Spectral Peak at Seismometer 122.  
A B 
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a rubber sheet.  The raster surface can then be contoured using a separate Contour tool 
(ESRI, Inc, 1995). 
Bedrock depth calculations from 3-component seismometers generally correlate 
with the nearby water or oil and gas wells in Figures 5.2 and 5.3.  The points added to the 
north and striking roughly north-northeast are a boundary for the map so points north of 
this line do not influence the final contour maps.  The depth is calculated at 
approximately 11 meters for Spectraseis seismometer 106 using the MASW Vs in Figure 
5.2.  That is more than double the water well log measured bedrock depth, however it is 
most likely due to the significant local variation in bedrock depth indicated by water well 
logs along Racine Rd (Figures 5.4 and 5.5) and 2-D profiles from MASW and Vs 
refraction results.  Calculated bedrock depths were more correlative for MASW than for 
Vs refraction at wells on the farthest north and east end of the cross array (Figures 5.2 
and 5.3).   
Figure 5.6 maps the closest points of comparison between measured bedrock 
depth and depth determined using each of the geophysical methods.  The seismometer 
with calculated depth yields an approximately 7m depth from the refraction determined 
Vs and 12m from the MASW determined Vs.  The borehole, from the well approximately 
20m away, measures 11m depth to bedrock.  The result determined using the MASW Vs 
was clearly better.  This combined with the confluence of evidence supporting MASW 
results suggests Vs refraction results for this study do not produce a viable depth to  
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Figure 5.2: ArcGIS® local well compared with seismometer calculations using MASW Vs.  
number labels are the depth to bedrock in meters.  Seismometers with high amplitude 
spectral peaks are labeled in purple while the rest in red were not used. 
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Figure 5.3: ArcGIS® Water Well and Oil and Gas Well Compared with Seismometer Calculations 
using Refraction Vs.  Number labels are the depth to bedrock in meters.  Those seismometers 
with high amplitude spectral peaks are labeled in green while the rest in red were not used. 
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Figure 5.4: Bedrock depth traced by water wells along Racine Rd near S106 Profile in Figure 5.5 (25 to 1 vertical exaggeration) 
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Figure 5.5: Trace of the Profile in Figure 5.4 
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Figure 5.6: Closest points in survey for comparison  
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bedrock.  The following analyses, therefore, will include only the depth to bedrock 
calculated using the MASW determined Vs.   
Figure 5.7 maps the depth to bedrock (isopach) contours produced from the water 
wells and oil and gas wells.  Depth to bedrock data measured from the local wells were 
splined and the resulting raster was contoured.  The bedrock depth calculated from 
geophysical results are on display but did not influence the contours.  The isopach 
contours help make the large scale bedrock depth trends clear.  This can be compared 
with the calculated bedrock depth listed next to their associated seismometer.  The depth 
trends from calculated bedrock depth at 3-component seismometers appear to be 
correlative with the surrounding contours.   
The final isopach contour map (Figures 5.8) was generated using all of the point 
data available surrounding the site; measured bedrock depth from surrounding wells and 
calculated depth at each of the seismometers.  The Spline tool in ArcMap
TM
 was used on 
the file with all of these points.  The raster file of bedrock depth was produced and 
contoured.  This contour map is used to compare with the contours generated using only 
measured bedrock depth (Figure 5.7).  The final isopach map correlates well enough with 
the isopach contours with only measured bedrock depth to be applicable. 
An additional map was produced with elevation data from the Ohio Statewide 
Imagery Program (OSIP).  OSIP was sponsored by the Ohio Geographically Referenced 
Information Program (OGRIP) with the goal of providing high resolution, digital imagery 
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Figure 5.7: ArcGIS® Depth to Bedrock Contours from Well Logs and Inputs Compared with 
Calculated Bedrock Depths from H/V and MASW Results.  Select seismometers are those with 
high amplitude H/V spectral peaks and are purple.   
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Figure 5.8: ArcGIS® MASW Final Contour Map.  Depth to bedrock, calculated from select 3-
component seismometers, is included with the measured depth to bedrock from local wells.   
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and elevation information across Ohio.  The Digital Elevation Model (DEM) was created 
using LiDAR data.  DEMs can be downloaded from the OGRIP website by county or 
narrower tiles (ogrip.oit.ohio.gov, 9/13/2015).  LiDAR elevation data resolution is 2 
meters (OhioOffice of Information Technology, 2006).   
The DEMs were converted to raster images in ArcMap
TM
.  The surface elevation 
information was added to all of the point data (wells and seismometers).  The depth to 
bedrock was subtracted from surface elevation to reveal bedrock elevation at each point.  
The spline tool was used for each of the bedrock elevation maps so surface topography 
would not influence the bedrock topography raster layer.  This raster was then contoured 
to generate a bedrock topography map (Figure 5.9).    
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Figure 5.9: Bedrock topography   
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Chapter 6: Summary and Conclusions 
 
Summary 
At every site, MASW survey Vs and depth to bedrock results were greater than 
Vs refraction survey results.  Depth and velocity of the refraction results were somewhat 
consistently in the 50% to 60% range of those yielded by MASW surveys.  These 
consistent results could be due to error in initial Vs measurements producing proportional 
error in depth to bedrock results.  The f0 calculated using MASW results correlate better 
with the nearby 3-component seismometer H/V peak frequencies than Vs refraction 
results at each of the sites (Figure 6.1).  However, at S106 and S209, the Vs refraction 
depth to bedrock better correlates with the nearby water wells than MASW depths.  At 
S200, the errors from MASW and Vs refraction calculated depths to bedrock were nearly 
the same in magnitude in comparison with the nearby water well.   
The calculated f0 from MASW and refraction results at S106 each were within or 
near the standard deviation of each of the H/V results.  The cross section of the wells 
along Racine Rd shows significant variability and indicates complexity in the bedrock 
depth profile (Figure 5.4).  This is supported by the 2-D profiles generated using MASW 
(Figure 4.1) and Vs refraction (Figure 4.8).  This readily explains why the bedrock depth 
calculated using MASW differs from the measured depth at the water well in that 
property which is about 60 meters north of the survey spreads.  The Vs refraction depth 
to bedrock result, however, correlates better with that water well. 
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Figure 6.1: MASW and Vs refraction calculated f0 plotted with H/V results 
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MASW and refraction results exhibit significant differences in depth to bedrock at 
S200, although it remains a similar proportion to the Vs and depth to bedrock results at 
the other sites.  Here, MASW results correlate slightly better with the H/V peak 
frequency.  MASW determined depth to bedrock at this site is approximately 15 meters 
greater than the measured bedrock depth at the water well while the refraction determined 
depth is approximately 16 meters shallower.  The water well is about 50 meters west the 
survey spreads so it is difficult to make a strong determination from these results.  There 
are three water wells north east of this site with bedrock depths in excess of 50 meters.  
S200 may be near the site of an intersection between the buried valley with a northwest 
strike that runs south of the survey site and another buried valley with a northeast strike.  
The second buried valley appears just east of S200.  The contour maps, including that 
from only local wells, support the hypothesis that there is a buried valley just east of this 
survey site.  Bedrock depth may be dipping east, locally, at S200 which supports the 
MASW result of greater depth to bedrock.   
 At S209, the MASW, H/V and Vs refraction estimates of fundamental resonance 
are correlative.  Bedrock is clearly dipping south in the MASW 2-D profile and the Vs 
refraction profile so there is a strong correlation between these methods.  The depth and 
velocity from the Vs refraction results coincident with the MASW 1-D profile are 
proportionally lower.  The f0 calculated using MASW results correlate slightly better with 
the H/V peak frequency from Spectraseis seismometer 209 than Vs refraction results.  
The water well is approximately 50 meters north, northeast of the survey spreads but 
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correlates with the north end of the refraction 2-D profile.  It is more difficult to 
determine the depth to bedrock from MASW 2-D profiles.  The water well measured 
depth to bedrock may be about half of the north most end of the profile but the 2-D 
profiles and wells further south indicate that bedrock is dipping south so the local water 
well may not be a good indicator.   
 The maps in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 indicate MASW provided the best Vs results 
mostly because the closest comparison between measured bedrock depth and 
geophysically determined bedrock depth significantly favored MASW.  These two points 
are approximately 20 meters apart.  Most of the other supporting evidence would have 
been inconclusive with strongly correlative f0 calculations.  Isopach and bedrock 
topography maps were produced using the MASW determined Vs, conclusive peak H/V 
results, and Equation 1 relating bedrock depth with Vs and f0.  
 
Conclusions 
 The MASW surveys appear to better model the shear wave velocity and bedrock 
depths than the shear wave refraction surveys.  The underestimated velocities yielded by 
refraction surveys indicate strata within the surface layer material increases in velocity 
with depth.  The exception is at S106, where the MASW surveys suggest there is a high 
velocity lens shallower than bedrock.  Surface layer Vs at each site generally increases 
with depth; however results from S200 suggest that a significant depth to bedrock will 
not necessarily indicate a greater average shear wave velocity.    
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Equation 1 accurately relates f0, Vs, and depth to bedrock at each survey site as 
long as Vs is accurately determined.  Combining a local average shear wave velocity 
determined from MASW with fundamental resonance estimates determined from H/V 
analysis appears to be a viable method for indicating bedrock depth and mapping depth 
and topography.  The strong correlation between measured and calculated bedrock depths 
suggests shear wave velocity analysis at just a few sites could be enough to characterize a 
viable average shear wave velocity.  The average shear wave velocity can then be applied 
to Equation 1.1 in combination with H/V peak spectral frequencies as fundamental 
resonance to calculate and map bedrock.   
I would not expect to perfectly map bedrock using this method but to provide a 
valuable guide to expected bedrock depths and dipping trends.  The significant difference 
velocity and depth determined from MASW and Vs refraction indicate the comparison 
with local wells may not be the best determinant.  The calculated depths from the 
seismometers tended to correlate with local wells and the bedrock trends are still 
represented by the differences in H/V.   
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Chapter 7: Future Work 
Multi-Offset Overtone Analysis 
Combining overtones from multiple source offsets to improve 1-D MASW 
models proved very beneficial for this study.  Reliable processing at S200 would not have 
been possible without this method due to the significant depth to bedrock.  At the other 
two sites, results using an appropriate source offset were similar to using a combination.  
It appears that a combination of offsets may improve results for less complicated 
structures but the difference may not be significant.  This should be further investigated 
and may be where ever MASW data is available with some flexibility in processing 
parameters, such as 2-D MASW surveys. 
 
Incorporating Multiple Methods in Processing 
 Piatti et al. (2013) concludes p-wave refraction results can be used to calibrate and 
improve MASW results and vice versa.  P-wave velocity is a parameter that influences 
surface wave velocity and having the shear wave velocity of the very near surface 
approximated by the Vs refraction surveys may also improve the accuracy of results.  
MASW shot locations can be combined with p-wave refraction shot locations that are 
available for this study.  Data from both may be useful at sites like S200 where 
significant depth to bedrock is a challenge to model.   
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Influence of Directional Source Bias on H/V Analysis 
Lastly, H/V spectral peak appears to be influenced by direction of surface wave 
approach over variable bedrock.  This is clear when observing result from selectively 
choosing windows where source location can be approximated using relative 
seismometer locations.  By selecting windows in Geopsy, where trains are approaching 
from the west or east (approaches from the north and south were more difficult to 
identify), the influence of a directional bias was investigated (Figures 7.1 and 7.2).  the 
train signal is a strong signal that visibly lasts several minutes in these images so they are 
easy to identify.   
The direction a source approaches is influenced by local variation in bedrock 
depth as seen in Table 7.1, where the H/V peak frequency was determined using the 
selective train signal approach at Spectraseis seismometer 106.  Train signals from the 
west consistently yielded approximately 9Hz H/V spectral peak and those from the east 
consistently were closer to 10Hz.  This could be a result of slightly shallower bedrock 
depth east of the seismometer than west.  Bedrock depth as well as structure may 
influence the H/V peak frequency and fundamental resonance can be further investigated 
with mapped bedrock and controlled source locations.   
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Figure 7.1: East Train Source  
 
 
Figure 7.2: West Train Source 
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Table 7.1: Influence of Source Direction on H/V Peak Frequency 
H/V Peak Specral Frequency (Hz) at S106 
 
East Source West Source 
1/31/2011 10.243 9.133 
2/1/2011 9.859 8.790 
2/2/2011 9.859 8.790 
2/3/2011 - - 
2/4/2011 10.243 9.133 
2/5/2011 9.859 9.489 
2/6/2011 - - 
2/7/2011 10.243 9.133 
Average = 10.051 9.078 
Standard Deviation = 0.210 0.262 
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Appendix A: MASW Analyses 
 
  
Figure A 1: Calculated fundamental resonance compared with the average peak and standard 
deviation of H/V peak spectral frequency.  Figure A: Analysis done using overtones combined 
from multiple active offsets.  Figure B: Analysis done using overtones of only a single active 
offset. 
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Figure A 2: SurfSeis3© S200 six layer 1-D Vs profile for figure 
 
 
Figure A 3: SurfSeis© S200 active MASW overtone 
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Figure A 4: SurfSeis© S200 combined MASW active and passive overtone 
 
 
Figure A 5: S106 Profile from single source offset of 10m for 46m spread length 
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Figure A 6: S200 Profile from active overtone of 20m offset combined with passive overtones 
for 188m spread length 
 
 
Figure A 7: S209 profile from single source offset of 20m for 46m spread length 
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Appendix B: Geopsy H/V Results for Spectroseis 3-Component Seismometers  
 
 
Figure B 1: Spectraseis 3-component seismometers 101-108 
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Figure B 2: Spectraseis 3-component seismometers 109-116 
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Figure B 3: Spectraseis 3-component seismometers 117-125 
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Figure B 4: Spectraseis 3-component seismometers 126-129 
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Figure B 5: Spectraseis 3-component seismometers 201-208 
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Figure B 6: Spectraseis 3-component seismometers 209-217.  Seismometers 115 and 215 are 
coincident 
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Figure B 7: Spectraseis 3-component seismometers 218-225 
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Figure B 8: Spectraseis 3-component seismometers 226-229 
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Figure B 9: Spectraseis 3-component seismometers 301-308 
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Figure B 10: Spectraseis 3-component seismometers 301-308 
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Appendix C: Cross Sections 
 
Table C 1: S106 well log data 
Well Log Lithology Depth 
(m) 
Surface Distance 
(m) 
Surface 
Elevation (m) 
Bedrock 
Elevation (m) 
493319 Sandstone 9 0 347 338 
973075 Brown Sandstone 3 52 346 343 
695554 Sandstone 8 70 350 342 
664993 Brown Sandstone 2 132 350 348 
374280 Brown Sandstone 3 238 350 346 
689242 Sandstone 5 697 339 334 
939299 Shale 15 917 329 314 
 
 
 
Figure C 1: S106 cross section 
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Table C 2: S200 well log data 
Well Log Lithology Depth 
(m) 
Surface Distance 
(m) 
Surface 
Elevation (m) 
Bedrock 
Elevation (m) 
607066 BROWN SANDY SHALE 33 0 305 272 
329912 GRAY SANDY SHALE 59 532 305 246 
204511 GRAY SANDY SHALE 53 868 309 256 
 
 
 
 
Figure C 2: S200 cross section 
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Table C 3: S209 well log data 
Well Log Lithology Depth 
(m) 
Surface 
Distance (m) 
Surface 
Elevation (m) 
Bedrock 
Elevation (m) 
475366 BROWN SANDSTONE 3 0 342 339 
2029498 GRAY SANDSTONE 5 442 351 346 
34169206240000 Shale 55 895 310 255 
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Figure C 3: S209 cross section 
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Appendix D: Reflection Models 
 The shear wave refraction survey yielded a very clear shear wave reflection at 
S200 (Figure 2.3 B).  Shear waves do not respond to the presence of water so could not 
be a reflection from the water table.  The impedance contrast that caused this reflection is 
potentially from bedrock.  This provides an opportunity to compare and contrast the 
MASW Vs and depth to bedrock with those from the Vs refraction survey.   
 To simulate the incident ray and the reflected ray, the triangle traced by reflection 
ray paths is divided into two right triangles.  With Equation D1, the field parameters are 
incorporated into the geometric calculations of a right triangle (Figure D1).  Half of the 
distance between a receiver and the source location is the horizontal leg, the depth to 
bedrock calculated from MASW and refraction processing is the vertical leg, and the 
common geometry rule (a
2
+b
2
=c
2
) is used to calculate the hypotenuse.  The length of the 
hypotenuse multiplied by 2 is the distance of a seismic ray path for a horizontally layered 
medium.  Applying the surface layer Vs will give a travel time estimate for models.  No 
attempt was made to model dipping or complicated bedrock because appropriate 
reflection processing software would better model these complications.    
 
t = 1000 * 2((x/2)
2
 + h
2
)
1/2
 / Vs                                                                 
 
t: 2-way travel time (ms) 
x: Source offset from individual receiver (m) 
h: depth to bedrock (m) 
Vs: Average shear wave velocity of surface layer (m/s) 
 
  
Equation D 1 
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Figure D 1: Reflected ray path.  Variables y and h are legs of the triangle formed by the 
reflection ray path.  The right triangle is created by a vertical line intersecting at the center of 
the horizontal, surface leg.  The hypotenuse of the right triangle is y, the depth to the 
reflector is h (Adapted from Reynolds, 2012, P.237).    
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 The models presented are generated by plotting reflection arrival times at multiple 
receivers from specific source locations (Figures D2, D4, and D6).  The modeled arrivals 
are generated from the greatest and shallowest bedrock depths from the Vs refraction 
survey results at S200 and MASW depth and Vs.  Three sections were used and are 
named after their source location; 26 meters, 98 meters, and 170 meters.  Figures D3, D5, 
and D7 show the models overlaying their associated seismic sectins.  These sections 
show reflections from sources near the south, middle, and north end of the receiver 
spread.    
The theoretical reflection model shows an underestimated refraction velocity and 
depth to refractor does not carry over proportionally to reflection arrival times.  The error 
clearly increases with increasing receiver offset.  The reflection models generated from 
MASW and Vs refraction results were plotted in MS
®
 Excel and pasted overlying 
associated seismic sections in Canvas software.  Reflection arrivals were plotted in MS
®
 
Excel with reflection models. 
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Figure D 2: Theoretical reflection models. The underestimated shear wave velocity results in 
overestimated reflection arrival times. 
   
 
Figure D 3: Reflection Models Generated from MASW and Refraction Results Overlying Seismic 
Section with 26m Source Location 
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Figure D 4: Recorded Reflections from the 26m Source versus Reflection Models from MASW 
and Refraction Vs and Depth Results 
 
 
 
Figure D 5: Reflection Models Generated from MASW and Refraction Results Overlying Seismic 
Section with 98m Source Location 
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Figure D 6: Recorded Reflections from the 98m Source versus Reflection Models from MASW 
and Refraction Vs and Depth Results 
 
 
 
Figure D 7: Reflection Models Generated from MASW and Refraction Results Overlying Seismic 
Section with 170m Source Location 
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Figure D 8: Recorded Reflections from the 170m Source versus Reflection Models from MASW 
and Refraction Vs and Depth Results 
 
 
Table D 1: Average errors from Figures D2, D4, and D6 
Source Location 26 m Average Error (ms) 98 m Average Error (ms) 170 m Average Error (ms) 
MASW 23.43 24.85 51.83 
Vs Refraction 42.6m 21.74 21.40 37.59 
Vs Refraction 58.4m 152.61 148.16 102.13 
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Appendix E: Field Images
 
 
 
Figure E 1: A-C: S106 GD10 deployment 
 
   
Figure E 2A-H: Spectraseis seismometer 106 deployment.  Figures A&B 
A 
C 
B 
B A 
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Figure E 2C-H: Spectraseis seismometer 106 deployment 
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Figure E 3A&B: Figure A: S200 water well.  Figure B: S200 GD10 deployment 
 
  
Figure E 4: S200 data acquisition 
A B 
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Figure E 5: S200 geophone 1 
 
 
Figure E 6: S209 geophone 48 
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Figure E 7: S209 water well 
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Figure E 8: S209 data acquisition 
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Figure E 9A-C: Spectraseis seismometer 209 deployment 
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